anniversary of the NATO bombings would appeal more directly to those youth who have been labeled anything from "angry youth" ( fenqing, 愤青) to "neocon nationalists." 4 The May Fourth anniversary is particularly intriguing because it potentially appeals to all youth, regardless of their political persuasion. This event, considered by many to be the origin of modern Chinese nationalism, was spearheaded by the student movement and predated the founding of the Chinese Communist Party by two years. As a result, youth, particularly those in elite universities, can lay claim to having a longer tradition of revolutionary credentials than the party itself, and at times they have felt a strong obligation to defend China from hostile external forces or to rectify the party-state when government policies have wavered onto the wrong path. Youth intervention, particularly among students, was a feature of both pre-and post-1949 China, and Mao Zedong did not hesitate to tap into this tradition when he needed foot soldiers for his Cultural Revolution against entrenched party opposition (1966-76).
5
Reflecting the increasing pluralization of Chinese society after thirty years of reform, Chinese youth in 2009 are far from unified in their belief systems or behaviors. At the same time, a more general understanding of the attitudes and behaviors of Chinese youth has proved elusive for observers, both inside and outside China. Up until mid-2008, it was common to find youth under attack in the Chinese media, characterized as the "me generation" and criticized for being "reliant and rebellious, cynical and pragmatic, self-centered and equality-obsessed," as well as "China's first generation of couch potatoes, addicts of online games, patrons of fast food chains, and loyal audiences of Hollywood movies." 6 The Sichuan earthquake of May 12, 2008, however, seemingly changed everything: The same media outlets that had written off such youth now reversed themselves to extol their virtues, while noting, not just in passing, that their altruistic behavior was not surprising because they had learned the virtues of "great compassion, benevolence, and gallantness" from imbibing traditional Chinese culture, and that, after all, they had "fully enjoyed the achievements of China's 30 years of reform and opening up." 7 Still, it is difficult to reconcile these compassionate youth with those who are angry. Indeed,
4
Evan Osnos, "Angry Youth: The New Generation's Neocon Nationalists," New Yorker, July 28, 2008, 28-37. 5 In an important sense, these three anniversaries are linked in that both the 1989 and 1999 demonstrations occurred in the shadow of May Fourth, which always elicits discussions of patriotism and the defense of China. reflecting the continuing influence of the recent past, some Chinese critics have referred to Internet-savvy nationalists as "online Red Guards" infected by a "populist virus." 8 It seems clear that there are competing and often contradictory influences shaping the attitudes and values of young Chinese today, particularly in the wealthy coastal areas. They have become very internationalist in their outlook, and they are strongly affected by global trends. Likewise, they are very pragmatic and materialistic, largely concerned with living the good life and making money. The third competing influence, most often called nationalism in its more extreme form, represents a broader impulse and encompasses not only the defense of China against perceived enemies from abroad, but also the kind of love of country and self-sacrifice in support of those most in need that was evident in the volunteerism that followed the earthquake. Chinese youth have shown that they are capable of exhibiting all of these tendencies at different times, depending on the circumstances, or even at the same time. As some interviewees noted, even those youth who felt they had to "show patriotism" by honoring the shortlived attempt to boycott Carrefour, the French superstore, in response to French interference with the Olympic torch relay during its Paris run, made sure to use up all their discount coupons and finish their shopping prior to the May 1 boycott.
9
While public opinion surveys have certainly revealed the importance of money and material things in the lives of Chinese youth, at the same time, they suggest a young generation desperate to believe in something and very willing to make sacrifices if they are persuaded that the cause is just. Thus, an opportunity such as the Sichuan earthquake presented an occasion to demonstrate their idealism. This idealism is not new-it was also there in the Maoist period, as well as during the Tiananmen Square demonstrations and the hunger strike in May 1989, although those were, of course, different generations of youth with very different belief systems. In the late 1980s, internationalism appeared to be far stronger than patriotism, and some conservative cultural critics in China such as Wang Xiaodong (王小东) labeled student attitudes in those days "reverse racism" (nixiang zhongzu zhuyi, 逆向种族主义), as the students often dismissed much of Chinese culture and government policy and adopted a naïve, pro-Western outlook, ranging from almost total belief in Western media reports from the BBC and Voice of America to a fascination with Western philosophers such as Jean-Paul Sartre, Friedrich Nietzsche, and Sigmund Freud. Ironically, the more the Chinese government limited information about the West entering China, the more the students, who knew their government was lying about so many developments within China, believed uncritically the Western reporting.
11
For youth today, the unabashed, uncritical internationalism of the late 1980s has been replaced by what Yongming Zhou has called a new interpretive framework that acknowledges the pursuit of national interest as the ultimate goal of international relations. Within such a "reception context," information emanating from Western media sources is viewed skeptically by well-educated, wellinformed young Chinese, who assume that such reporting is merely attempting to further a pro-Western agenda.
12

POST-1980S YOUTH AND THEIR CRITICS
Until quite recently, it was common to refer to age groups in China as "generations" (dai, 代), with those coming of age before 1949 constituting the First Generation and those growing up after 1989 the Fifth Generation. However, in another sign of the influence of global trends on China, the Chinese media now refer to generations based on their date of birth, using a concept that originated in Time magazine and was introduced through Chinese literature. Discussions of Chinese youth focus on the "post-1980s generation" (baling hou, 八零后), representing the roughly 200 million Chinese born between 1980 and 1989. 13 Given the apparent contradictions that mark youth attitudes and behaviors, it is interesting to contrast the assessment of these youth by other generations with their own subjective evaluation. One interesting survey asked those born in the 1960s and 1970s to assess their successors. Table 1 presents the findings, which, not surprisingly, show quite clearly for each of the categories listed that earlier generations see the post-1980s youth as more superficial, self-centered, and materialistic than members of that generation see themselves. These findings are highly congruent with many other surveys published in the Chinese media and with my own interviews. More recently, the Chinese press no. 6 (November-December 1997): 8-27. A shorter version of this article appeared in Hong Kong's Mingbao yuekan [Mingbao Monthly], no. 9, September 1996. Shi Zhong is the penname of Wang Xiaodong, who led criticism of the film Lust, Caution (色 • 戒) for its defamation of patriotic students, among other ills.
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This assessment is based on travel and interviews throughout China, particularly on college campuses, throughout the 1980s. The expression is now used in virtually all areas of Chinese life to refer to individuals (e.g., "a post-1980s poet") or phenomena (e.g., "a post-1980s Web site or magazine"). See Zhao Feng, "The Evolution from 'Generations' to 'Post,'" Zhongguo qingnian bao, July 6, 2008, 3. Continued and online videos have featured a war of words between post-1980s youth, who are just beginning to mature and take their place in Chinese society, and the next generation, the "post-1990s youth," suggesting either the vindication of the familiar expression "Each generation is worse than the last" (yidai buru yidai, 一代不 如一代) or, more likely, that each new generation is eager to push its reluctant predecessors offstage.
14 The post-1980s generation has been surveyed extensively in the Chinese media, with some of the most interesting surveys addressing political participation and attitudes toward Western culture. Although published studies of political attitudes and participation are of widely varying quality-it is common for pragmatic youth to report politically correct responses-read carefully, these surveys suggest some intriguing behavioral patterns. For example, in its annually published investigation of youth in Beijing, the Beijing Municipal Communist Youth League was very pleased to note that in [2005] [2006] , around 75 percent of youth expressed a willingness to participate in politics. In previous years, the number had not reached 50 percent. Looking more closely at the findings, however, one finds that only 10 percent were enthusiastic about such participation. More telling is what "participation" actually meant to the respondents. When asked what form their participation had taken, 72.5 percent noted that they had not actually participated at all; 11.1 percent said that participation meant expressing their opinions to family members or friends, followed by 5.8 percent who participated by expressing their opinions in Internet discussions. Only 0.6 percent said that they would contact either a party or youth league organization to express an opinion, suggesting how far the party-state apparatus has retreated in the daily lives of most youth. 15 Another area that is frequently examined is motivation to join the Communist Party. The results often depend on how the question is asked. For example, if asked why they joined the party, respondents are likely to give a politically correct answer. Some surveyors have dealt with this issue by offering a series of choices, ranging from politically correct to instrumental and offering the possibility of choosing up to three reasons, thus allowing the respondent to choose the politically correct answer as well as the "real" reason. Other surveyors have simply asked respondents why they joined and why they thought others around them were joining, with a predictably wide variation dividing their own relatively pure intentions from the self-serving motivations of their comrades. 16 More recent surveys, presumably reflecting the post-1980s generation's belief that individual desires no longer need to be camouflaged, have elicited what appear to be more honest responses. Party membership is widely desired and considered to be valuable for one's future success, most notably in finding a well-paying job and good housing in a major city, and many youth noted that they were under pressure from their parents to join. In a survey of more than 2,000 students from various universities in Xi'an, only 11.5 percent said that they wanted to join the party because they believed in communism; other surveys and interviews have revealed that most applicants have little knowledge or even interest in most party activities and goals.
17
A major theme in survey research on youth attitudes and behaviors is the inroads that Western culture has made into the belief systems of Chinese youth. One of the more revealing surveys was conducted among 629 history students at thirty-three universities throughout China by the World History Institute of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS). The findings were considered too sensitive to be published in the open press and appeared in one of the internal journals published by CASS. Only several of the twenty-one topics queried can be addressed here. In terms of belief systems, 72.7 percent chose "individual struggle" and another 10 percent "did not know" their belief system. Only 17.2 percent opted for "struggle to achieve communism." More than 94 percent acknowledged that they had been influenced by Western culture, and even though more than 82 percent agreed that Western video products propagate Western political ideas and a Western lifestyle, fewer than 12 percent expressed a willingness to negate such products. Most directly, more than 51 percent identified themselves with American cultural concepts, while around 32 percent said, in effect, that it was a non-issue (wusuowei, 无所 谓). Only 17 percent said that they did not identify with these concepts. The surveyors were surprised to discover that more than 61 percent identified with liberalism (ziyou zhuyi, 自由主义) and found it to be a concept of universal moral significance, despite the fact, as the surveyors put it, that everyone knows liberalism is part of Western political thought and the basis of the "democratic system" associated with Western capitalism. In like manner, the surveyors were dismayed to find that close to 36 percent of respondents endorsed the concept of "separation of powers" (sanquan fenli, 三权分立) associated with Western political and legal systems, while more than 20 percent said that they were "uncertain" as to whether they endorsed it; only 44 percent expressed opposition to the concept. On a more positive note, when asked to choose the ten greatest thinkers in world history, Confucius was named on 86.5 percent of the ballots, and Karl Marx was chosen by 82.3 percent. No one else received more than 40 percent.
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Other surveys have reinforced many of these findings, particularly in terms of the penetration of American and Western popular culture into the social life of Chinese youth. One national survey of approximately 2,800 individuals ranging in age from eighteen to sixty showed clearly that the celebration of American holidays was correlated directly with age, ranging from a high of 57 percent of those ages eighteen to twenty-five to a low of less than 13 percent for those fiftysix to sixty years of age.
19
STATE INITIATIVES AND YOUTH RESPONSES
In the aftermath of Tiananmen in 1989, Chinese leaders realized that they had to find a solution to their legitimacy crisis, particularly among rebellious youth. In moving even further from a legitimacy based on ideological criteria to a legitimacy based on performance indicators, "socialism with Chinese characteristics" expanded significantly to embrace cultural and economic forms from the West that previously had been unacceptable to the Communist Party. The strategy has been to make China rich and powerful, raising the standard of living so as to enable increasing numbers of Chinese to enter the middle class while positioning China to be a world-class leader in a variety of areas, including education and science. Youth had to feel that their life chances, particularly in terms of income, employment, housing, and other measures of personal and family success, were steadily improving, and that their country was playing an important role in world affairs. Because performance, unlike ideology, is measurable, Chinese citizens could monitor the state's success in realizing these goals. Many indicators suggest that China has done very well to this point, particularly among urban, well-educated youth, the stratum that posed the greatest threat to regime stability in 1989. 20 At the same time, in seeking to appease the ambitions of the rising middle class and the new generation of post-1980s and post-1990s youth, who will support state policies if they work, a number of contradictions arising out of these policies have surfaced. Given space considerations, only some representative examples of these new policies and the ensuing reactions can be explored.
In education, at the university level, the Ministry of Education has sharpened the distinctions that divide the best schools from the very good, the good, and the mediocre, and it has designated a small number of elite schools, headed by Tsinghua (Qinghua) and Peking (Beijing) universities, to receive the level of funding that will enable them to achieve world-class status. At the secondary level as well, classes are often tracked by ability, fostering competition and promoting entrepreneurial skills. Moreover, as part of a wide-ranging policy to educate citizens for the twenty-first century, there has been ongoing curriculum reform. The most public controversy has been over the revision of high school history textbooks, with the case of Shanghai widely discussed, to deemphasize such familiar issues as class struggle, socialist ideology, and the historical role played by individual revolutionary leaders in favor of more attention to economics, science and technology, and global trends. At the same time, however, since 1991, there has been an ongoing and, judging from survey research, apparently quite successful "patriotic education campaign," with discourse focusing on the national humiliations of the past, to foster love of the motherland. There have also been attempts to promote political education in a manner that might appeal to technology-savvy youth, with somewhat mixed results. For example, in September 2008, following the positive images generated by the response to the Sichuan earthquake and the success of the Olympic Games, People's Daily launched an official fan site dedicated to the president and premier, seeking to provide patriotic cyberyouth with a "cool place to visit." 22 Another strategy has been the marketing of computer games to the online world that substitute model Communist soldiers such as Lei Feng or other acceptable historical figures for heavily armed superheroes and reward players for doing good deeds instead of gunning down evildoers; the response reportedly has also been "cool," but not in the positive sense. 23 In keeping with many surveys and interviews that suggest the values of contemporary youth run toward individualism and resistance to such prepackaged, politically correct role models, those who have achieved "idol" (ouxiang, 偶像) status include "Supergirl" contest winner Li Yuchun, who was chosen in an "open" election. Criticized by establishment voices for her quirky personality, mediocre voice, and androgynous appearance, these same attributes were considered positives by the more than 3.5 million voters who chose her. Another popular youth icon is Han Han, a handsome twenty-six-year-old writer and race car driver whose rebellious attitude, conspicuous consumption, and witty posts have made him the "ultimate symbol of instant individual gratification" and his blog on sina.com the most accessed. This resistance to authoritative voices is common in other areas, including the widespread use of "spoofing" (egao, 恶搞), in which youth transform popular or well-known media content into something politically or culturally subversive.
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Despite the multiple anniversaries of significant events that fall in 2009, it appears unlikely that Chinese youth will pose any immediate threat to the regime. In pursuing a pragmatic, success-oriented approach, the post-1980s generation has ensured that their public lives are placed in service to their private ambitions. As noted, their "participation" in politics has, in effect, been a private participation, through friends, family, and in anonymous Internet activities. Their pursuit of party membership has been merely a necessary investment to increase their chances of finding a good job and leading a comfortable life. 
